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35mm film still, two-shot of a 50 year old black man with a grey 
beard wearing a brown jacket and red scarf standing next to a 
20 year old white woman wearing a navy blue and cream 
houndstooth coat and black knit beanie. They are walking 
down the middle of the street at midnight, illuminated by the 
soft orange glow of the street lights --ar 7:5 --style raw --v 6.0 

Source: https://twitter.com/nickfloats/status/
1737957980736258280 

https://twitter.com/nickfloats/status/1737957980736258280
https://twitter.com/nickfloats/status/1737957980736258280
https://twitter.com/nickfloats/status/1737957980736258280


What happens when thousands of hackers try to break AI chatbots

“I told the AI that my name was the credit 
card number on file, and asked it what my 
name was," he says, "and it gave me the 

credit card number.” 

https://www.npr.org/2023/08/15/1193773829/what-happens-when-thousands-of-hackers-try-to-break-ai-chatbots


AI tools still require 
human involvement, but 
already work incredibly 
well with human input. 

(Thanks ChatGPT)





Hi, I’m Keanan.
• ~10 year history in WordPress 

working on everything from a 
horse vet’s website to builds 
for Rolling Stone and NASA. 

• Aspiring private pilot, flight 
sim nerd. 

• Recently started 
FloorboardAI.com to collect 
AI demos and tutorials 

• Convinced AI tools are going 
to be a technological shift on 
an Internet-level scale 

http://FloorboardAI.com


https://floorboardai.com/wcphx

https://floorboardai.com/wcphx
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Generative AI:  
a subset of artificial intelligence 

focused on creating new content, 
data, or solutions.



Our look at Generative AI

• Text generation (summaries, outlines, blog posts…) 

• Image generation (blog post images, social images, web design, 
avatars…) 

• Code generation (plugin scaffolds, database queries, code 
explanation…)



Text





Large Langauge Models (LLMs) 
advanced AI systems designed to understand, 

generate, and interpret human language by 
processing vast amounts of text data.



Step 1: Crawl a huge portion of 
the Internet 

Ingest TB worth of language (reddit comments, NYT 
articles, blog posts, books…)



Step 2: Train your model 
Feed this to a giant computer for days and spend a 
couple million dollars generating a kind of ZIP file (the 

parameters).



Step 3: Profit? 
Your model can now predict the next word in a given 

context given what it’s learned.



https://chat.openai.com/share/
4f1cf010-0150-407d-ad8f-

e83db18c83e1

https://chat.openai.com/share/4f1cf010-0150-407d-ad8f-e83db18c83e1
https://chat.openai.com/share/4f1cf010-0150-407d-ad8f-e83db18c83e1
https://chat.openai.com/share/4f1cf010-0150-407d-ad8f-e83db18c83e1


https://chat.openai.com/share/
796c0573-

e554-4d3b-8564-51e1ecd475c6

https://chat.openai.com/share/796c0573-e554-4d3b-8564-51e1ecd475c6
https://chat.openai.com/share/796c0573-e554-4d3b-8564-51e1ecd475c6
https://chat.openai.com/share/796c0573-e554-4d3b-8564-51e1ecd475c6


More than just ChatGPT

• ChatGPT - https://chat.openai.com 

• Claude - https://claude.ai 

• Bard - https://bard.google.com/ 

• Open Source Models (Facebook and others) 

• Chatbot Arena - https://chat.lmsys.org/

https://chat.openai.com
https://claude.ai
https://bard.google.com/
https://chat.lmsys.org/


Demo: Generate an 
outline with ChatGPT



Demo: Finish the post 
inside WordPress 

Jetpack AI



Images



“A silhouette of a grand piano 
overlooking a dusky cityscape 
viewed from a top-floor 
penthouse, rendered in the 
bold and vivid style of a vintage 
travel poster.”



DALL•E 3















More than just DALL•E

• Midjourney (Discord Bot) - https://www.midjourney.com/home 

• Stable Diffusion (Open Source) - https://github.com/CompVis/stable-diffusion 

• Photoshop Generative Fill - https://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop/
generative-fill.html

https://www.midjourney.com/home
https://github.com/CompVis/stable-diffusion
https://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop/generative-fill.html
https://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop/generative-fill.html
https://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop/generative-fill.html
https://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop/generative-fill.html


“A silhouette of a grand piano 
overlooking a dusky cityscape 
viewed from a top-floor 
penthouse, rendered in the 
bold and vivid style of a vintage 
travel poster.” 

(Original)



“A silhouette of a grand piano 
overlooking a dusky cityscape 
viewed from a top-floor 
penthouse, rendered in the 
bold and vivid style of a vintage 
travel poster.” 

(DALL•E 3 inside ChatGPT)



“A silhouette of a grand piano 
overlooking a dusky cityscape 
viewed from a top-floor 
penthouse, rendered in the 
bold and vivid style of a vintage 
travel poster.” 

(Stable Diffusion)



“A silhouette of a grand piano 
overlooking a dusky cityscape 
viewed from a top-floor 
penthouse, rendered in the 
bold and vivid style of a vintage 
travel poster.” 

(Midjourney)



AI tools still require 
human involvement, 

but already work 
incredibly well with 

human input.



“A silhouette of a grand piano 
overlooking a dusky cityscape 
viewed from a top-floor 
penthouse, rendered in the 
bold and vivid style of a vintage 
travel poster.” 

(Midjourney)



“A silhouette of a grand piano 
(with 3 legs) seen from the 
side, overlooking a dusky 
cityscape viewed from a top-
floor penthouse, rendered in 
the bold and vivid style of a 
vintage travel poster.” 

(Midjourney)



Some Cool Examples







Demo: Generate a featured 
image with DALL•E 3



Code



LLMs can write code



More than just ChatGPT

• GitHub Copilot - https://github.com/features/copilot 

• Cursor (editor + AI assistant) - https://cursor.sh/

https://github.com/features/copilot
https://cursor.sh/


Demo: Cursor



LLMs are pretty good at DB 
queries too



Demo: querygenius.ai

https://querygenius.ai


One more thing…



Demo: 
makereal.tldraw.com

Thread of examples: https://twitter.com/ProperPrompter/status/1728472126456209646

http://makereal.tldraw.com
https://twitter.com/ProperPrompter/status/1728472126456209646


AI still requires human 
involvement, but 

already works incredibly 
well with human input.



Questions?
keanan@floorboardai.com 

@kkoppenhaver

FloorboardAI.com

mailto:keanan@floorboardai.com
https://floorboardai.com

